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Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades.

For Short, I had to put "Dealing With Astral Entities" in DWAE.

How it  is  sometimes,  is  when you have something  planned,  always  something
pops,  especially  in  our  case  which  demands  our  total  daily  attention.  This  is
because there is always much to do for Satan, and the Gods. This never ends.

Now this to examine a step deeper into Karma. As I have analyzed in the first part
of the series, this will deal with the other part. I will call it "Massive" Karma as this
deals with masses.

To make it easily understandable, let's say that Mass Karma is in many ways a sum
up of individual Karma's. This is a very simplistic way to put it, but at least it can
help us see the first thing that comes to categorization. For instance, the people
affect each other's karma, in many ways. This is not only spiritual, this is also by
many  means  physical  and  happens  on  the  physical  level.  The  root  of  this  is
metaphysical.

For instance when we have a relationship, we have a synastry chart forming. This
shows some of the dynamics of the given relationship. Then we can extend this to
the family, then to larger units of people, states, nations etc. The base of this, as
with the individuals, is the Race. One of the reasons the jews want to mix Races is
because they want to mix their "Karma". This is why many other Races who don't
labour, see intermixing with other races with a better existence, as a 'saving' of their
position.

This is because the enemy has forcibly removed the means of advancement, the
Spiritual advancement, and the native culture that keeps people intact. I also want
to clarify that I am NOT talking about petty tribalism. I just see three large races,
and  then the  people  who are  in  between.  The message of  this  post  is  not  to
escalate into senseless confusion, as those who like to be offended might  be.  

A lot of people also form relationships, and the list goes. Karma is tied with personal
action and choice. Let's take for example the Japanese. The Japanese of course
are  open  to  travellers,  culturally  loyal,  and  a  very  advanced  and  futuristic
civilization, which in most ways is also crime-less. They have made a paradise for
themselves. This has happened because of  labor.  Nobody gave them that.  The
same is the case everywhere. 

The jew as everyone knows is a lazy parasite.  This is why in most ways, jews
always want slaves to work for them, emphasize slavery, or abuse others etc. This
is just  how they are.  However,  this  is not  the mentality  to get  anywhere in the
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longterm. This is why I keep saying the jews don't really have a destiny. Where all
Gentiles can reach by advancing, jews will never reach, because they are different.
Others will, sooner or later, advance.

There are also many who mimic the jews, however, thinking this is a fast route to
'bettering' their condition. Instead of working on correcting anything, they literally
ingest themselves into the "Karma" of another race, and get absorbed into their
lands, tenets, or even gene-pool, all of which are generated by the Karma of these
particular people/races/units. This is bad and doesn't really help neither the person
on the receiving, or the giving side, in most ways. "Racism" in the negative and
aggressive sense is the expression of a comeback for this thing. If  things clash
beyond a level, these units will literally fight. 

There are four ways it can go. In the case one, people may fight it over. In the case
two,  people  may  peacefully  co-exist,  but  without  intermingling  past  a  point,
everyone develops on their pace under one flag (The USA could do this to save its
ass). In case three, people may be assimilated into one clump or new race (both
races lose in this process in all ways)- clashes, death and anguish are more than
likely  the  result  of  this,  same  as  longterm  permanent  destruction  of  everyone
involved. In case four we have separated, healthy co-operation of sentiment and
highly advanced Races, and this is the ideal system the Gods follow. In the fourth
instance, everyone is safe, sound, and advances their blueprint, while maintaining
friendly relations/alliances of True spirit. 

This also shows mutual  respect,  as one does not want  to destroy the other by
mixing them out  of  existence etc.  Those who are produced by the in-between,
become either a friendly race of their own, or just re-assimilate where they feel at
home- in the given they do what  they are supposed to do to keep up with the
culture. (Jews and literal parasites NOT included). 

However as all of us here know, most if not MOST gentiles have fell into victims as
the jews have been using them like pawns. This pawn against this pawn, and so
forth.  

Instead, the symptoms of any defunct Karma are just 'hidden' and so they remain
until  the circumstances allow of what one 'is'  to manifest.  The same thing goes
elsewhere.  

For example the jews did not have the power to fully express who they are, which is
what  they  write  in  the  Talmud and in  the  rest  of  their  cultural  literature.  When
circumstances will allow, as they do now to an extent such as all the crimes they
do, it will manifest. And if it does, it will be too late. 

This is why civilizations with many races are collapsed/or naturally tend to never
'assimilate' in any way, and as you can see in the USA, many individual Races and
such,  are forming their  own conditions of  Karma in certain places.  The jews of
course are the misfortune which in fact doesn't allow anything to come in its own
terms.  Let  alone  xianity  and  the  related  programs,  who  reinforce  the  worst  in



everyone.  This  is  why  you  change  neighbourhoods,  or  states,  and  you  see  a
completely different level of being, not only economically wise, but in many other
ways. This is a rough explanation as to the dynamics of this, but these are more
complex.  

To understand this easily, let's take a family. If everyone in the family has a good
chart for wealth, is industrious etc., the family will more than likely prosper. You add
one person with a disability let's say, the Karma changes. You add two people who
are lazy, and this setbacks the others and the list goes. The jews, because they lie
behind many of  these problems by magically  and physically  interfering with the
Karma of all other people (Remember, they have taken the position of 'god' in the
physical due to belief of the dumb), they literally wreck families, states and such
alike. In the same way a negative, deadly and parasitic person is a heavy burden
for any unit  trying to advance, this is the same case here in families, countries,
states and the like.

A jew is incapable of really producing civilization or anything else, but made by its
foreign creator intelligent enough to understand the spoils of those superior, and of
course demand them. If one falls on their level, the jews get into their countries,
infecting them in a parasitic relation. This bleeds the victim dry. In the same way
some people can help us advance, others mean our death, and this is in nature,
and also natal charts and the list goes.

But  let's  observe  the  matter  in  reverse.  We have one person who doesn't  like
washing.  They  literally  love  filth  and  garbage.  You bring  this  person  inside  the
person of a clean disposition, who do you think will "prevail". The cleaning person,
or the defiling one? Defilement doesn't  take absolutely any effort  in nature. The
downfall  spiral  happens  by  mere  passivity.  The  upwards  needs  mental
consciousness, activity and action. This is how nature is. 

So  what  is  the  person  with  a  clean  disposition  going  to  do?  Clean  the  feces,
garbage and excrement of the other person, who for any reason, loves defilement.
How is this possible to convince the clean person to tolerate the dirty person, given
this is unnatural to the fullest? Something like "Christianity" would be the answer
here. Which is nothing but a program of tolerance of crap, misfortune, acceptance
of death, victimization, with the ultimate purpose of weakening people down so that
the parasitic jews can rule them. This opens the doors wide.

The uprising of the '3rd world' is nothing but the instigated "Karma" where the jews
try  to  make others  do what  the jews have done,  to  use them in  their  agenda.
Instead  of  the  people  be  guided  to  elevate  themselves,  fix  their  national/racial
Karma, become intelligent and advance, the jews tell them to migrate to the "West"
which is a Paradise. And why is the West a paradise? Because other people have
been building it, other than those coming. And of course this won't last forever in
this condition if this was to continue, and this is exactly the jewish aim, who by their
parasitic nature cannot devise creative solutions, but they in their parasitic death as
a virus that has infected a body, will kill the body and then have no body to house it
anymore.



Every life-form has Karma. When lifeforms co-exist and co-advance, this creates a
karma for them. As explained above, this can turn even into countries, destinies of
countries and the list  goes. The Blood of  a Race is actually a gateway to their
spiritual purpose. As thus the Gods demand Racial States and the main Races to
be separate from one another, as to meet their purpose accordingly and elevate on
their own pace. The Blood is not some trivial matter. It shows a lot of things. New
races can be created, that harbour and have the characteristics and mixed things of
two or  more races,  but  this recurring process causes not  only  confusion in the
Karma, but also this manifests in many other ways as in people first and foremost
feeling 'torn' between two parts of what they are. Ideally, they should choose and
re-assimilate where they feel good.

Now why the Jews want to race-mix people into ONE race, this should ring obvious.
One Race will only have ONE karma- and ONE destiny. The jews of course sum it
up as such: To be slaves of the elect jews. The race mixing agenda makes total
sense spiritually, physically and in all levels. One who wants slaves would of course
desire this for their 'cattle'. The Gods stand on the opposite direction, as they want
the species of Humanity to advance, not return to being apes. 

This is not what the Gods intended for Humanity. They created different Races with
different purposes and reasons of existence, which are holy and known to them.
These can be realized by meditation. You don't need to verbally know, but you will
be able to feel it when you advance. When one advances, they will also understand
this in more 'applicable' terms.

Nations and States as such, being like living entities on a large scale, they have
their own Karma etc. For instance if you look at the USA, you can see all sorts of
things. If you look in Europe, you will see 'stricter' Karma, or Inda, which is why the
Jews want to dilute and destroy these people a lot. This makes the jews scared, as
Karma and a good Karma generates positive outcomes of  a metaphysical,  and
physically uncontrollable nature. You can't really predict this. This has to do with the
power of consciousness to materialize into the physical, conditions that represent it.
The jews want to abolish this, which its called witchcraft, but witchcraft is actually
part of nature and it happens in many ways, not only a specific one. 

But if you wipe out the bearer of it, the man, this will also be abolished. This is why
the jews don't tell anyone to advance in anyway spiritually. The war against Satan is
purposeful. Satan is TRUTH. TRUTH in Greek means MEMORY. Memory means
KARMA. This very Soul Memory that ties us to the Gods and our Ancestors, cannot
really be understood with a deep meaning, except of bizarre 'theorems' or empty
crap,  or  be forgotten completely.  This  makes  the  jews laugh and feel  they  are
approaching their own 'karmic purpose' which they have set as a goal- to enslave
others. Don't ask me why. That's how the jews see it. 

First of all, your advancement 'saves' your family or even lot in a sense, and your
ancestral  line  from  all  this  recurring  spiritual  damage  that  many  people  have
'inherited'. This is in the astral body, and this passes down to children, who stand



chances  to  no  longer  experience  the  negative  karma  such  as  bad  health  the
ancestors  have  sown.  Of  course  this  is  not  always  intentional.  In  that  sense,
nobody  is  a  'victim'  of  anything  deep  down,  as  we  belong  as  links  without
disconnection to our racial lines and the list goes. 

Its our duty and its on our 'consciousness' to fix these up, so that the next one's will
have it better, and the list goes endless, until a final product of man is produced that
we presently cannot even conceive. Those who do more work, are better. Those
who do less, are worse. This is why the Gods gave spiritual knowledge to *ALL*
Gentiles. That way the Gods are JUST and from there on, its our own business as
creatures to  see what  we will  do with  this  knowledge.  Apply,  or  deny and rot?

This is the Godman, like Satan and the Gods. In that sense, all Races of Humanity
need to reach that status, so that Humanity can advance towards the next level.
This is done through the metaphysical means Satan and the Gods left behind, and
not by injecting hormones or hooking internet chips in your brain. This is in fact a
karma of dependency, and inferior, and not a karma where the real secrets of life
have been unlocked and given freely to humanity.

In a more gruesome sense, the jews are like a race of damaged, extremely race
mixed, alien modified creatures. As such due to incapability to exist on their own,
the ride the White men like parasites, so they exploit the White Man's Karma, that
produced things like good civilizations, health, civilization and the list goes- the jews
could  never  make  this  on  their  own,  as  they  are  not  on  any  such  level  of
development. Other Gentiles of course are great in this department, while others
are learning, but the thing is for the jew, who is an alien enemy, to be revealed.  

The  jews  are  robbing  the  Karma  of  the  Gentiles  to  advance  themselves.  For
example, they have drained Africa completely financially, and mixed the Karma of
the Black people with the White people forcibly, by creating not only Race Mixing,
but many other works of insanity. These are extreme crimes and all higher beings
who see this will not see it favourably. The Gods see it with hatred, as this goes
against the will of Nature to advance its blueprints. The jews are accursed from
nature for that reason, amongst many others. In the jewish tribe one sees mistakes,
psychopathy, and disgust that is amassed for centuries. It didn't happen yesterday.
Of  course  by  masking,  exploiting  Gentile  scientific  advances,  stealing,  robbing,
confusing and degradation of their 'enemy stock' the jews hope that just in time they
will steal from us the necessary advances in order to become better, and dump us
with it. This is why they live amongst us.

So as to get back to mass Karma, mass Karma is no different than how everyone
has a Pluto,  a Neptune and their  generational  planets or setups. Everyone has
influences by these, and these are large. One powerful enough, can pierce through
this, and create their individual life, or change this order. This is what we have been
doing. In technical terms we are washing away of  Humanity the inflicted karma
caused by the enemy, and this will manifest also in a better world. This is the real
meaning of the "Darkness" which will be defeated by the Light. The climax of Karma
is where people control everything based on their true will, and not low animalistic



rules of the cosmos. And by true will, I mean in the highest accordance with Satyan,
Eternal Truth. Not rabbi shekelstein's new book that masquerades as 'tru theory'.

In  closing,  spiritually  speaking,  loving  one's  people,  wanting  to  preserve  them,
looking for a better future for them etc, is all very healthy and natural tendency, with
deeply rooted spiritual foundations that deal with the purpose of existence as well.
Again,  this  is  not  always  verbal,  and  SATANISM  is  the  exact  religion  of
understanding this.  This is why it  is  open to all  Gentiles,  so that  everyone can
reclaim the lost crown of freedom for themselves, those worthwhile, and in the end,
so that everything else will  be raised due to this massive, spiritual  awakening.  

Like the individual spirit  transforms, so does the massive spirit.  This is the most
direct way to save "humanity", more than being vegan, going to church, or giving 6
trillion $$$ to Shlomo Shekelstein for his campaign of "Tikkun Olam". To save one's
self is the major step in saving the world. As thus the ripped-off story of Jewsus
being saviour  and rupturing others,  deals  to  that,  and we are again  looking as
OSIRIS - the bringer of the Light and defeater of Death. Only, not a jew ripped from
Osiris holds the key to personal, or massive karma absolvance. 

Only Work, spiritual ascension and spiritual labour, rewarded by the universe, do
this. This way humanity can be saved massively from decay. 

So help yourself.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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